Most books should be in the Spanish Language. However, UNI students will be teaching English to Adults starting in May 2008. Additional Resources in English will be needed at that time.

Encyclopedias
Children’s Books  *Approximately 40 have been donated the past couple of years*
Spanish/English Dictionaries  *One dictionary has been donated*

List compiled by the instructors in August 2007

- Pre-school storybooks
- Pre-school songbooks
- Fairy tales
- Songs
- Legends
- Guessing games
- Tongue twisters
- Anthology for children
- Puzzles
- Mathematics
- Poetry
- Spanish language books
- Drawing and color books
- Children’s dictionaries
- Biology encyclopedias
- Encyclopedias of social studies
- Atlas
- Maps
- Microscope
- Thermometer/weather instruments
- Development of civilizations
- Teaching values to teens
- Stories
- Literature

List compiled by the Youth Social Group in Siares called 4S.

- Philosophy
- Psychology
- Spanish language books 3 to 5 year
- Fundamental mathematics/algebra
- World history
- Encyclopedias
- Chemistry and Biology resources
- Atlas
- Dictionary for antonyms and synonyms
- Books on finance
- Books on Agronomy
- Spanish/English language dictionaries